Across
2. Richard Henry Lee proposed that the colonies should be "free and ___ states."
4. Name of the company that was the only legal source of tea.
9. The Sons of ___ were a patriot group that participated in the Boston Tea Party
11. Great Britian repealed all the taxes on imports except the one on ___.
12. Port that was closed as a result of the Coercive Acts.
13. The protestors dumped 342 ___ of tea into Boston harbor
15. Man who wrote the Declaration of Independence.

Down
1. Delegates to the Second ___ ____ signed the Declaration of Independence.
3. What the acts passed by Britain after the Boston Tea Party were called in America
5. One of the first battles of the American Revolution
6. These people couldn't make a profit on their smuggled tea.
7. To refuse to buy or use something as a means of protest
8. British soldiers were ___ in private homes after the Tea Party.
10. These kinds of goods were being taxed by Britain.

Word Bank
- tea
- independent
- Continental Congress
- intolerable acts
- Samuel Adams
- boycott
- merchants
- chests
- Liberty
- Thomas Jefferson
- imported
- Boston
- Lexington
- East India
- quartered